
Key learning values

•   Encourages language development 
through storytelling

•   Promotes socio-emotional development  
as children cooperate on telling and 
retelling each story

•   Children must use role play to explore  
the different characters

LEGOeducation.com Colors of and decorative designs on elements may vary.
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LEGO® Education Preschool

NEW   Creative Builder
45000

Test winner in 2012 among kindergarten and preschool teachers in 
the USA, the UK and Germany. This engaging and easily managed set 

introduces building with LEGO® DUPLO® and following simple instructions, 
with four inbox double-sided activity cards and two base stations providing 
plenty of easy-to-follow construction tasks. As well as developing an 

understanding of 2D and 3D shapes, the set is designed to 
encourage collaboration and storytelling, and helps to develop 
the use of descriptive language and an 
understanding of different roles and 

emotions that relate to community life.

124 2-5 yrs1-6

Creative Cards
45080

The set consists of eight themed Creative Cards designed to extend the use  
of the Creative Builder set. The cards feature 16 building challenges designed  
to help children learn how to build and to follow instructions. This set is great  
for developing collaboration between children, and for encouraging them to use 
descriptive language. It helps children to develop an understanding of the wider 
world, and particularly of roles and emotions that relate to community. All the 
building challenges in this set can be completed using the elements included  
in the 9090 XL LEGO® DUPLO® Brick set + the 45000 Creative Builder set.

8 2-5 yrs
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  StoryTales
45005

 This engaging and easily managed set promotes creativity 
and the imaginative telling and retelling of stories. Themed around 

the Billy Goat Scruff fairytale, it uses 3 base plates that can be used with 5 
double sided, story-starter backdrops. These elements can be used to tell a story 
from start to finish, to pick out key scenes or even for exciting free play in which 
children can invent and act out their own stories. This set has been designed 

to teach the principles of storytelling and to help with language 
development. It can be used on many areas of the curriculum. 

The product is designed for a minimum of 4 children 
and comes with a range of inspirational 

activity ideas.

109 3-6 yrs1-6

“The story starts the moment 
             two bricks come together”

LEGO, the LEGO logo, DUPLO and MINDSTORMS are trademarks of the/sont des marques de commerce de/son marcas registradas de LEGO Group. ©2013 The LEGO Group.



Key learning values

•   Use this large set to stimulate children’s 
creativity

•   Explore the subject of animal care and 
what each of us needs to lead a happy 
and fulfilled life

•   Teaches children how to sort and 
categorize the different farm animals

  Tech Machines
45002

An ideal introduction to science and technology, the set 
includes four screwdrivers and integrated screws, as well as lots 

of versatile elements such as reels, hooks and scoops. Tech Machines 
is designed to develop fine motor skills and for exploring machines and 

engineering skills. The two inbox activity starter cards and teacher 
booklet that are included help to show how the set can also 
be used for exploring idea communication and listening 
skills, and for discussing social roles 
and responsibilities.

95 3-6 yrs

LEGOeducation.com Colors of and decorative designs on elements may vary. 11

LEGO® Education Preschool

Why buy me

•  A complete package of bricks and 
activity cards

• Includes inspirational teacher booklet
•  Playful set with lots of colors and 

special elements
•  Includes special number tiles that are 

useful for early numeracy teaching
• Sturdy storage with transparent lid

Large LEGO® DUPLO® Building Plates 
9071

Two large building plates – one red, one green – provide the perfect 
foundation for learning through play. Can be used with all kinds of 
LEGO® DUPLO® based products. Size 38 x 38 cm.

2

Small LEGO® DUPLO® Building Plates 
9079

This set includes 15 building plates in four different sizes and colors, 
providing a solid foundation for any DUPLO creation. Let the blue 
represent the sea, green the grass, grey concrete and beige the 
sand. Includes three 12.5 x 25.5 cm plates, four 12.5 x 12.5 cm plates, 
four 6.3 x 12.5 cm plates and four 3 x 12.5 cm plates.

15

    Large Farm
45007

 Teach children about farming, animal care, seasons and crops 
with this extensive farm set. It allows you to explore a range of subjects 

across the curriculum, from simple ideas such as what noises the animals 
make to more complex ones that could include how to look after them and 
what the changing seasons mean for our food supply and how to grow different 
crops. The range of animals also means that it can be used to teach sorting and 

categorizing. This set can be used by a number of children as it 
contains many different elements and is an ideal way to stimulate 
creativity. It actively encourages free play 
and comes with a range of inspirational 

activity ideas.

154 2-5 yrs

1½+ yrs 1½+ yrs

NEW
1-6

Playground
45001
Hailed in tests as “most interesting overall 
novelty” by teachers in the USA, the UK and 
Germany, this new LEGO® DUPLO® set is ideal 
for encouraging creative play, imaginative 
storytelling, and use of language related to 
shape, color and position. The set, which 
includes two inbox activity starter cards and 
a teacher booklet, is also great for exploring 
people, communities and leisure activities – 
and the number tiles that are included are 
useful for early numeracy teaching.

104 2-5 yrs1-6

1-6
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Why buy me

•  A good supplementary set
•  Attractive and familiar elements  

that fit easily together

LEGOeducation.com Colors of and decorative designs on elements may vary. 13

LEGO® Education Preschool

Why buy me

•  Lots of basic bricks, decorated 
bricks, figures and special elements

•  Huge set that enables groups of 
children to build at the same time

•  Features a new palette of colors

Why buy me

•  An ideal supplement to the range 
of DUPLO® play themes

•  Appealing and up to date figures 
•  Easy for small hands to manipulate

Why buy me

•  Providing a wider range of more 
realistic adult figures 

•  Greatly improved appeal
•  More elements than before
•  No children, making it easier  

to differentiate between World 
People and Community People

XL LEGO® DUPLO® Brick Set
9090
With more than 550 elements, this set is a dream come true for 
children looking to explore their creative potential by building 
all sorts of environments and models. Features a new palette 
of colors and a world of figures and special elements.

562 1½+ yrs10+

  LEGO® DUPLO® 
  Brick Set
9027

A useful addition to any DUPLO® set.
Includes extra building plates, and 
decorated and curved bricks – just  
what every young designer needs!

144 1½+ yrs1-6

         World People Set
9222

This super set is an ideal supplement to any DUPLO® play theme 
and allows youngsters to recreate scenes that reflect today’s 

multicultural society. In this way children develop an awareness 
of cultural and generational differences, and begin to 

understand and respect that people have different 
needs, views, cultures and beliefs.

16
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Community People Set
9224
20 DUPLO® characters full of personality 
and with important roles to play in the 
community. The up-to-date figures allow 
children to explore gender, age and a huge 
variety of roles. The set also reflects the 
multicultural society in which we live.

20

2+ yrs

2+ yrs
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Wild Animals Set
9218
Provides appealing animals and plenty of bricks 
to make scenery, so youngsters can learn all 
about how different animals live and design 
the right settings and homes for each of them. 
Provides five themes: North America, Savannah, 
Jungle, Arctic Sea and River. Look out for the 
hippo and crocodile: their jaws open and shut!

97Key learning values

• Exploring animal habitat and behavior
•  Understanding relationships; mother and  

baby combinations
• Sorting and classifying animals and behaviors

Why buy me

•  Life-like wild 
animals from 
different 
habitats

1-6 2+ yrs

         Town Set
9230

Classic set for helping children push the limits of their imagination 
by creating fun, urban environments in which to unleash their 

imaginations. The set includes special elements, 
such as windows, decorated bricks, car chassis 
and figures.

2261-8 1½+ yrs

Why buy me

•  Lots of basic bricks, decorated bricks, 
figures and special elements

•  Huge set that enables groups of 
children to build at the same time

•  Features a new palette of colors

LEGOeducation.com Colors of and decorative designs on elements may vary. 15
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NEW

Multi Vehicles
45006
Help children to understand the use of 
road transport and also different functions 
in the community with this Multi Vehicles 
set. Featuring a family car, police car, repair 
truck, road van, ambulance, motorbike and 
a farmer’s truck, as well as four drivers, it has 
been designed to stimulate creative play. 
Each vehicle can be integrated with building 
play and is designed so that you can mix 
and match drivers and vehicles. By having 
the drivers interact with each other, children 
can explore what each of the community 
services does and how they can help each 
other to provide them. Exploring interpersonal 
relationships represents a vital part of 
children’s socialization and how they relate 
to the wider world. It also makes a great way 
to expand your existing LEGO® DUPLO® sets.

32 2-5 yrs

Key learning values

•  Set includes a family car, police car, 
repair truck, road van, ambulance, 
motorbike and a farmer’s truck

•  Accessories include four drivers and 
four cones

•  Helps develop the idea of personal 
relationships

•  Develops a focus on community 
services and how each person makes 
a contribution to community life

•  Role play the interaction between 
each of the characters

•  Builds an understanding of 
community cohesion

•  Teaches about road transport and the 
situations in which different vehicles 
are appropriate

•  Features buildable vehicles

Why buy me

•  Comes with a series of ideas  
for experimenting with the set

•  Lots of tube elements
•  Delivered in sturdy storage box  

with transparent lid

1-6

       Tubes Experiment Set
9076

Children love to find out how things work, and this impressive set 
will help them explore their ideas – from investigating to constructing 
and testing. Use the inbox cards to get the children’s imagination 

going or download a series of exciting activities free of 
charge from the Activity Bank on our website 
www.LEGOeducation.com. Includes 
large storage box.

1471-6
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Why buy me

•  Unisex design, appealing to boys and girls
•  Multicultural dolls
•  A range of outfits for a variety of scenarios
•  Ideal for engaging in role-play

LEGOeducation.com Colors of and decorative designs on elements may vary. 17

LEGO® Education Preschool   Dolls Family Set
9215

With its multicultural male and female dolls, this super set will 
appeal as much to girls as to boys. The set is ideal for encouraging 
children to engage in role-play and explore the feelings of others, living 
environments, as well as social roles and responsibilities. Includes four 

double-sided illustrated cards that can be used as activity starters. 
Download fun activities free of charge from the Activity Bank on 
our website www.LEGOeducation.com. 
Includes large storage box.

81

Key learning values

•  Exploring the work of the emergency services 
and the jobs done by firemen, policemen, 
nurses and doctors

•  Exploring the theme of community services 
and people who help us

•  Developing storytelling skills around themes
•  Re-enacting a variety of roles

Why buy me

•  Large building panels for easy and flexible 
building

•  Classic designs of hospital, fire station  
and police station - all in one set

•  Minifigures with policemen, firemen, doctors, 
nurses and many others

•  Includes a number of vehicles (ambulances, 
police car, firetruck, motorcycle) and 
helicopters

•  Delivered in sturdy storage box with 
transparent lid

Community Services Set
9209
Provides three popular themes in one: Hospital, Police 
and Fire. Ideal set for exploring emotions related 
to people in need, to crime, and to danger, and for 
focusing on how the emergency services help us. 
Download free activities on LEGOeducation.com.

131

1-6

1-6 2+ yrs

2+ yrs

Key learning values

•  Developing gross manipulative  
and gross motor skills

•  Spatial awareness
•  Developing balancing, jumping, 

climbing, crawling skills
•  Cooperation and teamwork
•  Physical development

Why buy me

•  Soft and flexible
•  Noiseless
•  Ability to make child-size constructions
•  For indoor and outdoor use

     LEGO® Soft Brick Set
45003

This award-winning set is packed with standard and curved LEGO® 
Soft elements that make it easy for children to develop physical skills 

and spatial awareness as they build life-sized figures, walls, towers, 
and obstacle courses. This set encourages exploration of space, shape, 

and color while it also develops gross motor skills. Observe 
as children creatively set the scene and retell stories using 
these unique bricks.

841-6 2-5 yrs
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Key learning values

•  Designing and making 
• Using fantasy and imagination 
• Expressing creative skills 
•  Communicating ideas 

through storytelling

Key learning values

•  Exploring community life
•  Investigating roles and responsibilities  

in the community
•  Using imagination to model the world  

and express ideas
•  Developing creativity and self-expression

Why buy me

•  Huge set with endless possibilities. With 
more than 1,900 bricks, you can build large 
and playful environments.

•  Lots of special elements such as windows, 
wheels, flowers, minifigures and many more.

•  Includes 4 very useful brick separators that 
makes it easy to take bricks apart.

•  Comes in a large sturdy storage box

    Community Starter Set
9389

A huge set with endless possibilities! Build a community with a 
theme park, zoo, high street or whatever else you might think of. 
Includes colorful bricks in all shapes and sizes and a large selection 
of special elements such as windows, flowers, wheels, minifigures 

and many more. Also provides four Brick Separators that 
make it easier to take models apart. Download 
free activities on LEGOeducation.com.

190710+ 4+ yrs

LEGOeducation.com Colors of and decorative designs on elements may vary. 19

LEGO® Education Preschool

Fairytale and Historic 
Minifigure Set
9349

This set features a variety of minifigures that enable 
children to create and act out beloved fairytales and 
popular themes. A great addition to any LEGO® brick  
set, the set includes pirates, a witch and wizard, a king 
and queen, mine workers, a mermaid and merman 
and many more. Provides 22 minifigures and great 
accessories for each set of minifigures too! 

227

Key learning values

•  Exploring differences to real life, make-believe 
and historic characters 

•  Storytelling through characters and functions 
•  Developing fantasy, imagination and 

imitative skills

Why buy me

•  22 LEGO minifigures representing all kinds  
of fairytale and historic figures and their tools

•  Great supplement to any LEGO® System product

4+ yrs

This set is guaranteed to spark children’s imagination to build a wide 
variety of settings, models and characters. In addition to bricks in all 

sorts of colors, it includes special elements such as spiders, snakes, 
wands, pots, roast chickens, flowers, treasure chests, transparent 

elements and much more! The set is also great for adding 
that extra something to your existing LEGO® 
System sets. Download free activities on 
www.LEGOeducation.com.

      Sceneries Set
     9385 12078+ 4+ yrs

LEGO, the LEGO logo, DUPLO and MINDSTORMS are trademarks of the/sont des marques de commerce de/son marcas registradas de LEGO Group. ©2013 The LEGO Group.

“There are over 1,990 elements, 
giving 10 children 190 each!”

“Over 1,200 bricks and elements!”

“There are over 22 different 
characters – which one is 

your favorite?”

1:1

4.2CM
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Why buy me

•  Lively colors and decorated elements
•  Includes a wider range of bricks in 

different shapes and sizes

Key learning values

•  Designing and making 
•  Using fantasy and imagination 
•  Expressing creative skills 
•  Communicating ideas

Why buy me

•  Stand alone or great 
supplement to other 
LEGO® System sets

•  Diverse set with endless 
possibilities

Key learning values

•  Exploring different types of vehicles 
and transportation 

•  Learning about community services 
•  Investigating roles and 

responsibilities in community life

       LEGO® Brick Set
9384

This set allows children to use their creative skills and 
make all sorts of life-like or imaginary figures, objects and 

buildings. Includes bricks in a lot of lively colors 
and different shapes and sizes.

884 4+ yrs10+

Why buy me

• Ideal supplement to model building
• Open and close function possibilities
• Enough elements for several houses

Doors, Windows 
& Roof Tiles
9386
This set gives you a huge variety of windows 
with shutters, doors and roof tiles. Everything 
you need to give your constructions the 
finishing touches.

278 4+ yrs

Why buy me

• Ideal supplement to model building
• Enough elements for several vehicles

Wheels Set
9387
Combine this set with standard LEGO® bricks, 
and let children build all sorts of vehicles and 
add mobility to their constructions. The set 
includes tyres in four different sizes along with 
plates, axles and wheel hubs to make sets of 
wheels and vehicle chassis for up to 12 different 
vehicles at the same time.

286 4+ yrs

Vehicles Set
9333
A set for exploring a variety of vehicles, their functions and how 
they help keep the community on the move. Build a bus, garbage 
truck, front loader, lorry with trailer or ice cream truck, and keep the 
community people busy! Features five double-sided inspiration cards 
packed with model and building ideas and minifigures. Download free 
activities on www.LEGOeducation.com. Includes medium storage box. 

9341-6 4+ yrs

          Community
          Minifigure Set
9348

Add even more life to your bustling LEGO® town! This set features 
indispensible people from everyday life in a community, such as 

a postman, hospital staff, a mechanic and many more. 
Includes 22 minifigures, plus a variety of accessories, 
such as food, animals, a laptop,  
a bicycle and a backpack!

257 4+ yrs
Why buy me

•  22 LEGO® minifigures 
representing all kinds  
of community people  
and their tools

•  Great supplement to any 
LEGO® System product

Key learning values

•  Exploring community roles 
and responsibilities 

•  Understanding community 
helper functions 

•  Developing expressive language 
relating to characters and functions

LEGO, the LEGO logo, DUPLO and MINDSTORMS are trademarks of the/sont des marques de commerce de/son marcas registradas de LEGO Group. ©2013 The LEGO Group.
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Why buy me

•  Lots of special elements for building 
a variety of settings and models

Key learning values

•  Exploring travel in a global context 
•  Exploring different forms of 

transportation 
•  Exploring the idea of long distance 

travel and communications 
•  Using space as a theme for storytelling

Storage Solution (6 Pack)
9840
This large storage box comes in packs of six. 
The boxes have transparent lids and are ideal 
for stacking. Each box has drainage holes  
so that LEGO® elements can be washed in 
the containers. Ask your dealer for options  
to purchase single boxes. Suitable for use 
with children from 1½ years.

1½+ yrs

       Space and Airport Set
9335

With this set, children can investigate topics such as travel, air 
traffic control, space, aliens and communicating with others. It 
includes elements for building a space shuttle, airplanes, satellites 

and much more. Five illustrated inspiration cards provide 
model and building ideas and minifigures. Download 

free activities on www.LEGOeducation.com. 
Includes medium storage box. 

11761-6 4+ yrs

Here’s a great idea to get your whole class 

involved and develop creativity, language 

and literacy and communication skills 

as well as having a lot of fun!

Pick 20 random LEGO® or LEGO® DUPLO® 
bricks of different sizes and colors (including 
one with eyes if you have one) and see  
how many different models your children  
can make from them. There are millions  
of possibilities – why not photograph  
them and put a display on the wall?

So many ways to learn.

Class project idea

Pick a theme – for example imaginary 
animals or fairytale creatures. The children 
can use the bricks to create the animals  
or creatures, and then draw pictures or make  
a scene out of other LEGO bricks or materials 
to create the environment where these 
creatures live and play.

The photos, pictures and scenes can then 
create a wonderful display which can be 
used to get your children to role play and 
tell stories about their creatures and the 
adventures they get up to each day.

Simple, fun and educational!

The quick 20 brick challenge…

What can you do with 
just 20 LEGO® bricks?
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